Presenting a live 90-minute webinar with interactive Q&A

Drafting Website and Mobile App Terms
of Use, Privacy Policy, and IP Protections
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Today’s faculty features:
Julia B. Jacobson, Partner, Arent Fox, Boston
Faye Ricci, General Counsel and Senior Vice President, Zipwhip, Seattle

The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted.
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately
so we can address the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.

Continuing Education Credits

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email
that you will receive immediately following the program.
For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926
ext. 2.

Program Materials

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

•

The PDF will open a separate tab/window. Print the slides by clicking on the
printer icon.
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What is a Privacy Policy?
• A “privacy policy” (aka privacy notice or privacy statement)
describes how an organization collects, uses, stores, shares,
transfers and otherwise processes personal information (aka
personal data).
• Contrast:
• GLBA: privacy notice (model forms, 16 CFR §313, Appendix A)
• HIPAA: notice of privacy practices (model forms available)
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What is personal information?
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
“Personal information” means information that identifies, relates to, describes, is capable of being
associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular consumer or
household. Personal information includes, but is not limited to, the following if it identifies, relates to,
describes, is capable of being associated with, or could be reasonably linked, directly or indirectly, with a
particular consumer or household…”
Personal information is not:
• “aggregate” (not linked or reasonably linkable)
• “deidentified” (cannot reasonably identify directly or indirectly, a particular consumer)
• “publicly available information” (lawfully made available from federal, state, or local government
records and used for compatible purpose)
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What is personal information?
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
Until January 1, 2021, Personal Information is NOT:
• Personal information collected by a business from/about a job applicant, employee, owner, director,
officer and contractor and used by the business solely in the context of the person’s role or former role
in the business
• Emergency contact information and information necessary to administer benefits collected by a
business when the personal information is used solely for those purposes
… are exempt from CCPA requirements except for the pre-collection notice requirements and private
right of action (if nonencrypted and nonredacted personal information is breached)
• Personal information collected as part of a communication or transaction between a business and a
consumer who is an employee, owner, director, officer or contractor in “the context of the business
conducting due diligence regarding, or providing or receiving a product or service” is exempt from
CCPA requirements except the rights to opt-out of the sale of one’s personal information and nondiscrimination and private right of action (if nonencrypted and nonredacted personal information is
breached)
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What is personal information?
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
“Personal Data means any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a
name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or
more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic,
cultural or social identity of that natural person.”
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When is a Privacy Policy Required?
Federal Trade Commission: “…all websites and online services – particularly
those directed to children – post privacy policies online so visitors can easily
learn about the operator’s information practices.”
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) - 15 USC §6502
• Applies when an online service operator has actual knowledge that
personal information is collected online from children under age 13
• Requires “notice on the Web site or online service of what information it
collects from children, how it uses such information, and its disclosure
practices for such information”
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When is a Privacy Policy Required?
GDPR Article 13
“Where personal data relating to a data subject are collected from the data
subject, the controller shall, at the time when personal data are obtained, provide
the data subject with all of the following information…”
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When is a Privacy Policy Required?
EU/Swiss-US Privacy Shield Program
A business that chooses to self-certify through the Privacy Shield
Program “must provide … a draft privacy policy at the time that it
submits its initial self-certification. The draft privacy policy, which the
organization would upload with its self-certification submission, must
be consistent with the Privacy Shield Framework(s).”
https://www.privacyshield.gov/article?id=Privacy-Policy-FAQs-1-5
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When is a Privacy Policy Required?
Delaware Online Privacy and Protection Act (DOPPA)
• “An operator … that collects personally identifiable information … about individual users
residing in Delaware … shall make its privacy policy conspicuously available...”

Nevada NRS Chapter 603a - Security and Privacy of Personal Information
• “… an operator shall make available, in a manner reasonably calculated to be accessible
by consumers whose covered information the operator collects through its Internet website
or online service, a notice that: (a) Identifies the categories of covered information that the
operator collects through its Internet website or online service about consumers who use
or visit the Internet website or online service and the categories of third parties with whom
the operator may share such covered information …”
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When is a Privacy Policy Required?
California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA) - CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE
§§ 22575–22579
• “An operator of a commercial Web site or online service that collects
personally identifiable information through the Internet about individual
consumers residing in California who use or visit its commercial Web site or
online service shall conspicuously post its privacy policy on its Web site…”
• CalOPPA applies to any operator that collects and maintains personal
information from a California resident who uses or visits the online service.
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Before Drafting
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Where, How and To Whom is the Online
Service Available?
GDPR
• Organizations that process personal data in the context of the “activities of an
establishment … in the [EU] regardless of whether the processing takes place in the
[EU]”.
• Organizations that offer goods or services to individuals in the EU or monitor
behavior that takes place in the EU.

CCPA
• Available to a California “consumer”?
▪ Consumer = California “resident” as defined in California’s personal income tax
regulations.
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Where, How and To Whom is the Online
Service Available?
CCPA applies to a for-profit entity that:
•
•
•
•

Collects (or has collected) “personal information” about consumers; and
alone or jointly determines purpose and means of processing of the personal information; and
does business in the State of California; and
meets one of the following thresholds:
• has annual gross revenues in excess of $25,000,000 (but whether only California revenue is
unclear);
• alone or in combination, annually buys, receives for the business' commercial purposes, sells, or
shares for commercial purposes, alone or in combination, the personal information of 50,000 or
more consumers, households, or devices; and
• derives 50 percent or more of its annual revenues from selling consumers’ personal information
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To What Information Does (or Will) the
Privacy Policy Apply?
• Does the online service collect information? If so, is it personal
information?
• Review each screen of user interface.
• Check for analytics services, adtech, etc. operating in background.

• Is any of the personal information collected “sensitive,” e.g.,
children, banking, biometric, etc.?
• If yes, additional compliance obligations may apply.
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What Happens to the Information?
• Who is responsible for the information collected?
•

Marketing? Sales? Product? HR?

• How is personal information collected and used?
•
•
•

Direct (consumer provides) and indirect collection
Are consumers tracked across devices and platforms?
Do third parties collect and use information?
•

If yes: which third parties?

•

If no: are you sure?

• How is personal information disclosed?
•
•
•

Insiders vs. outsiders
Cross border
Sale or “Exchange for Value”
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Drafting the Privacy Policy
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How to Draft a Privacy Policy
Clear, accurate and transparent disclosures
• Clear: plain language understandable to intended audience.
• Same language as used for ordinary course activities.
• Accurate: “Say what you do and do what you say”
• Transparent: Highlight collection and uses that are unusual or
unexpected from the consumer’s perspective and from context.
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How to Draft a Privacy Policy
Describe:
- Who operates the online service
- Contact details for data protection officer (GDPR) or “Contact for
More Information” (CCPA)
- What personal information is collected and how (direct vs. indirect)
- How personal information is processed (used, sold)
- Purpose for processing
- Legal basis for processing (GDPR Art 13-14)
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How to Draft a Privacy Policy
Describe:
- What personal is shared with or sold to third parties
- recipients or category of recipients (GDPR)
- categories of third parties (CCPA)

- How long the personal information is retained
- Cross-border transfers and “appropriate or suitable safeguards”
(GDPR)
- Consumer (CCPA) / Data Subject (GDPR) Rights
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Rights of Consumers (CCPA)
• right to know what personal information is collected, whether the
personal information is sold or otherwise disclosed for a business
purpose, and to whom the personal information was sold or
disclosed

• sell = any communication or transfer of consumer’s personal information to
a third party “for monetary or other valuable consideration” … but has
exemptions
• “disclose for a business purpose” = disclosure of consumer’s personal
information for one of the enumerated “operational” purposes of the
business or its service provider …
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Rights of Consumers (CCPA)
• right to access the personal information that a covered business has about
the consumer
• right to deletion of that personal information
• right to opt out of the sale of personal information or, for minors under age
16, the right to opt in
• right to equal service and price, which means that consumers who exercise
rights under CCPA must receive the same goods or services as those who
do not (although certain financial incentives are permitted)
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Rights of Data Subjects (GDPR)
CCPA ≠ GDPR
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How to Draft a Privacy Policy
From CCPA Regulations:
- Provide instructions for submitting a verifiable consumer request
and link to an online request form or portal
- Describe how the business will verify a consumer request, including
information consumer must provide in the request
- Provide information about how “a consumer with disability may
access the privacy policy in an alternative format”
(…among other requirements…)
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When are
the CCPA
Regulations
Final?
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Related CCPA Notice Requirements
Also, CCPA Regulations define three types of notice (in addition to the
privacy policy):
1. Notice at collection
2. Notice of right to opt-out of sale
3. Notice of financial incentive - Requires summary of pricing,
material terms, how to opt in, how to withdraw and “good-faith
estimate of value” and how value was calculated
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How to Draft a Privacy Policy
Explain How Changes to Privacy Policy Are Handled
No material changes without notice:
• GDPR Art 13: “Where the controller intends to further process
the personal data for a purpose other than that for which the
personal data were collected, the controller shall provide the
data subject prior to that further processing with information on
that other purpose and with any relevant further information.”
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How to Draft a Privacy Policy
• Explain ambiguous terms like “personal information,”
“aggregated,” “anonymous,” “de-identified”
• Avoid absolutes
• “We never share your information.”
• “Your personal information is always safe with
us.”
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How Not to Draft a Privacy Policy
Federal Trade Commission
• “ …in April 2018, Facebook updated its data policy to explain that Facebook would use an
updated facial-recognition technology to identify people in user-uploaded pictures and videos
“[i]f it is turned on,” implying that users must opt in to use facial recognition. Contrary to the
implication of this updated data policy, however, tens of millions of users who still had an older
version of Facebook’s facial-recognition technology had to opt out to disable facial
recognition. This violated the 2012 Order by misrepresenting the extent to which consumers
could control the privacy of their information used for facial recognition.”
• “The $5 billion civil penalty is the largest ever imposed on a company anywhere for violating
consumers’ privacy.”
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How Not to Draft a Privacy Policy
Oregon Consumer Protection Act
• a company engages in an unlawful trade practice if it
“publishes on a website .. a statement [asserting] that the
person… will use, disclose, collect, maintain, delete or dispose
of information that the person requests, requires or receives
from a consumer and the person uses, discloses, collects,
maintains, deletes or disposes of the information in a manner
that is materially inconsistent with the person’s statement …”
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Posting the Privacy Policy
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Notice/Acknowledgement of Privacy
Policy
• When
• First use, download or access – prior to or concurrent with
collection of personal information
• After materials changes

• How
• Bundled or unbundled
• Conspicuous – make privacy policy accessible before collection
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Monitor
Conduct ongoing monitoring
• Do privacy policy disclosures match activities?
• Any change in functionality or practices?
• Any unauthorized third party collecting information?
• Plans for future changes?
- Update privacy policy to reflect new practices
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Notify of Changes
• What does the current privacy policy say about updates?
• Notice to users
•
•
•
•

Banner on landing page
Pop-up notice when users log in
Send email
Blog post
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Wrap Up
• Audit — be thorough
• Draft — draft based on audit
• Give Notice / Obtain Acknowledgment — know how and when
• Monitor — periodically
• Update — new and changed practices

• Re-Notify — about updates to privacy policy
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Terms of Use
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Was a contract formed?
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There’s a “Wrap” for That
• Click-wrap
• “…require website users to click on an “I agree” box after being presented with a list of terms and
conditions of use” (Meyer v. Uber Technologies, Inc. No. 16-2750 (2d Cir. 2017))

• Browse-wrap
• terms of use are generally posted on the website via a hyperlink at the bottom of the screen

• Scroll-wrap
• Requires users to “physically scroll through an internet agreement and click on a separate “I agree”
button in order to assent…” (Berkson v. Gogo LLC 97 F. Supp, 359, 395 (EDNY 2015))

• Sign-in wrap
• “…advise the user that he or she is agreeing to the terms of service when registering or signing up”
(Meyer v. Uber Technologies, Inc.)
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Forget All That “Wrap”
What Matters
Notice
– a reasonable user would under that he or she is agreeing to a legally-binding agreement
– actual vs. constructive
Presentation
– “… the word “Term” in the Consent line, which hyperlinks directly to the [terms of use] is
both capitalized and underlined and thus distinguishable from the surrounding text.” (Chen v.
Sierra Trading, Case No. 2:18-cv-1581-RA (August 6, 2019))
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Forget All That “Wrap”
What Matters
Proximity
• Link to terms of use is near the action by which the agreement is formed
• “... the text, including the hyperlinks to the Terms and Conditions and Privacy
Policy, appears directly below the buttons for registration” or “spatially coupled
with the mechanism for manifesting assent…” (Meyer v. Uber Technologies,
Inc.)

Recordkeeping
• Retain screen shots
• Record when/how the user agreed – including to updates
• Retain all versions of terms of use
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Key Provisions
Incorporation
• Supplemental terms may apply to some services/content

• Order of precedence
• Privacy Policy - to incorporate or not incorporate
Dispute Resolution
• Binding arbitration – consider extra prominent notice
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Key Provisions
• Disclaims, Waivers and Limitations of Liability
• Disclaim all damages – a contract that allows one party to disclaim all damages of any
kind or nature is illusory for lack of consideration and lack of mutuality of obligation
• General Release
• California Civ Code 1542: “A general release does not extend to claims that the
creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at the
time of executing the release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially
affected his or her settlement with the debtor or released party.”

• Liability Cap – an amount that reasonably relates to the agreement’s subject matter and
the business relationship between the parties
• Disclaimers (e.g., third party software/content)
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Key Provisions
• Changes
• Reserving the right to modify at any time without notice is risky - a contract
that allows one party to modify any and all terms of the contract after
execution is illusory because it is not supported by consideration and lacks
mutual obligation and definite-ness
• Changes effective immediately upon posting
• Add opt-out right for at very least new arbitration clauses
• Application of changes to disputes arising before effective date might not work

• Access/use following change constitutes acceptance
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Hot Topic
Data Rights - Privacy, Contractual and IP Issues
• Use for improving service and developing new ones
• Ownership vs. license

• aggregated, anonymous, de-identified data
• User warrants that data provided is complete, accurate and
current and that user can grant rights granted
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Questions?
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Thank You
Julia B. Jacobson
julia.jacobson@arentfox.com
Faye Ricci
fricci@zipwhip.com
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